
Relevance in a Logic of "Only Knowing About" and its

Abstract

In previous work we defined the concept of x is all
an agent knows about y by augmenting Levesque’s
logic of only-knowing with appropriate modal op-
erators. In this paper we demonstrate how various
notions of relevance can be captured within such
a logic of only-knowing-about. For example, we
are able to formalize what it means for a sentence
to be relevant to a subject matter (set of atomic
propositions) or for one atomic proposition to be
relevant to another relative to some background
theory. Moreover, we provide a proof theory for
the logic of only-knowing-about. While we have
not been able to prove completeness for the whole
logic, completeness is established for the class of
sentences which is used to define our various no-
tions of relevance.
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some background theory. Moreover, we provide a proof
theory for the logic of only-knowing-about. While we
have not been able to prove completeness for the whole
logic, completeness is established for the class of sen-
tences which is used to define our various notions of
relevance.

In Section 2, we define the semantics of the only-
knowing-about, which is based on the semantics pre-
sented in [Lak92]. Section 3 contains our various defi-
nitions of relevance using the logic of the previous sec-
tion. Section 4 tackles the axiomatization followed by
some concluding remarks.

Introduction

Being able to ask a knowledge base queries like "tell
me all the (relevant) information you have about aunt
Leonore" is not only of practical relevance, but its
meaning is so far poorly understood. One attempt
of giving precise meaning to such notions was made
in [Lak92, Lak93], where we proposed a formalization
of all an agent knows about a subject matter (only-
knowing-about) for both the single and multi-agent
case in a propositional logic. In particular, we de-
veloped a formal semantics based on possible-world
semantics [Kri63, His62, HM92] and, in particular,
on Levesque’s formalization of only-knowing [Lev90],
which can be thought of as the limit-case of only-
knowing-about, where the subject matter includes ev-
erything the agent has any information about.

In this paper we demonstrate how various notions
of relevance can be captured within such a logic of
only-knowing-about. For example, we are able to for-
malize what it means for a sentence to be relevant to a
subject matter (set of atomic propositions) or for one
atomic proposition to be relevant to another relative to

The Semantics of Only-Knowing-About

From Only-Knowing to
Only-Knowing-About

In order to provide a semantics to "all the agent knows
about x is y," we start out with Levesque’s logic of
only-knowing [Lev90]. There an agent knows a sen-
tence a, denoted as La, just in case c~ is true in all
the worlds the agent thinks possible. (Formal defi-
nitions are deferred to Section 3 below.) To define
only-knowing, Levesque considers another modality N,
where Na means that a is true in all the impossible (or
non-accessible) worlds. While La is best understood
as "the agent knows at least that a is true," Na should
be read as "the agent knows at most that a is false."
With that only-knowing c~, denoted as Oa, reduces to
knowing at least c~ and at most a, that is, Oa holds
just in case both La and N-~a hold.

Let us now consider how to extend these ideas to
include a subject matter. Since we confine ourselves
to propositional logic, we define a subject matter 7r as
a finite set of atomic propositions. For each such 7r we
introduce a new modal operator O(Tr), where O(Tr)a
should be read as "all the agent knows about Ir is a."
Levesque defined O in terms of L and N mainly to
simplify the axiomatization of O. Here we use a sim-
ilar approach to capture O(Tr). However, rather than
introducing operators L(Tr) and N(Tr) for arbitrary 
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we do so only in the case where the subject matter
consists of a single atom. Hence for any 7r = {p}
we introduce L(p) and N(p), where L(p)a is read as
"the agent knows at least a about p" and N(p)c~ 
"the agent knows at most that a is false about p."
O({p})a, which we also write as O(p)a, is then de-
fined as L(p)cxAN(p)~a. We will see later that O(Tr)a
for an arbitrary r reduces to an expression containing
operators of the form O (Tr’) only for singleton ~. Thus
the operators L(p) and N(p) are sufficient to account
for O(r) in its full generality.1

To define the semantics of these modalities, suppose
the beliefs of the agent are given by the set of worlds M
the agent thinks possible. To find out what the agent
knows about r we construct a set of worlds MI~ which,
intuitively, represents what the agent knows after for-
getting everything that is not relevant to 7r. With that
the operators L(p),N(p), and O(Tr) are interpreted 
like L,N, and O except that we are using MIp and MI~
instead of M. For example, an agent believes a about
p at a set of worlds M just in case he believes a at
M]p.

The logic is both an extension and a simplification
of the one presented in [Lak92]. It is simpler because
we completely ignore nested modalities, which are not
essential for our purposes. It is an extension because
the operators L(p) and N(p) were not present in the
previous version.

The Language and Other Notation

The primitives of the language are a countably infi-
nite set 7~ of atomic propositions (or atoms), the con-
nectives V, -~, and the modal operators L,N,O, L(p),
N(p), and O(r) for every atom p and every finite set 
atomic propositions r with the restriction that none of
the modal operators occurs within the scope of another
modal operator. Sentences are formed in the usual way
from these primitives.2

Notation: As usual, literals are either atoms or
negated atoms and clauses are disjunctions of liter-
als. We write false as an abbreviation for (p A-~p),
where p is some atom, and true for -~false. It is often
convenient to identify a clause with the set of literals
occurring in the clause. A clause c is contained in a
clause c’ (c C d) if every literal in c occurs in d. 
write c C c’ instead of c C_ d and d q~ c. Given a finite
set of sentences F, Aver 7 denotes the conjunction of
all the sentences occurring in F. If F is empty, A-~er 7

1 The main motivation for restricting ourselves to single-
ton subject matters in the case of the operators L(p) and
N(p) is to reduce the complexity of the proof theory.

2We will freely use other connectives like A, D and --,
which should be understood as syntactic abbreviations of
the usual kind.

denotes true. Finally, a sentence is called objective if
it contains no modal operator.

A Formal Semantics

Worlds are defined extensionally as propositional truth
assignments. Hence for any given set of worlds M
(the possible worlds) its complement (the impossible
worlds) is always well defined.

Definition 1 (Worlds) A world w is a function w :
P , {t, f}.
We begin by reviewing the semantics of Levesque’s
logic of only-knowing:

M, w~p ¢==¢, w(p) = t, where p is an atom
M, w~-~ ¢--¢. M, w~
M, w~a V fl ~ M, w~a or M, w~fl
M,w~La ~ for allwIEM, M,w’~a
M, w~N~ ¢==~ for all w’ ~ M, M, w’~a
M, w~Oa ~ M, w~Lo~ and M, w~N-~

For a given set of worlds M and a subject matter that
consists of a single atom p, we define M[p as the set
of all worlds that satisfy precisely the known objective
sentences that are about p. Since we are dealing with
propositional beliefs only, we can, first of all, confine
ourselves to clauses instead of arbitrary objective sen-
tences. The idea to get at only those beliefs that are
about p is to consider the smallest clauses which are
believed and which mention at least one of the atoms
in p. M[v is then simply the set of all worlds that sat-
isfy all of these clauses. The generalization of this idea
from a subject matter with one atom to an arbitrary
subject matter r is straightforward. M[~ is simply the
intersection of all the M[p, where p occurs in 7r, that
is M[~ believes precisely those minimal clauses c that
mention some atom included in r. Formally:

Definition 2 Let M be a set of worlds and 7r a subject
matter.

1. A clause c is called M-minimal iff M~Lc and for
all clauses c’ c c, M~Lc’.

2. A clause c is called M-p-minimal iff c is
M-minimal and, in addition, c mentions p, that is,
c contains either p or-~p.

3. Mlp = {w I w~c for all M-p-minimal clauses c}.

4. M[~ = ~p6~ M[v’3

By restricting ourselves to M-p-minimal clauses, we
rule out clauses that mention the subject matter hut
do not really tell us anything about it. For example, let
the subject matter be p and assume all we know is q,
that is, M = {w [ w~q}. Then we certainly also know
(p V q), which is not M-minimal because q is known

3In [Lak92], M[. was defined in a slightly different way.
However, it is easily seen that the two definitions coincide.
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as well. While (p V q) mentions the subject matter 
it does so, in a sense, only accidentally, since it does
not convey us what is really known about p, namely
nothing. The only M-minimal clause mentioning p is
(p V --p), which gives us the right information.

Given these definitions of what it means to forget ir-
relevant things, we obtain the following semantic rules
for knowing and only-knowing about.

M, w~L(p)a ~ MIp , w~L~
M,w~N(p)c~ ~ M]p,w~Nc~
M, MI , w L. ^

Note: In the original definition of O(re) in [Lak92],
M,w~O(re)a was defined as Ml~,w~O~ and
M, w~La. The restriction "M, w~La" was necessary
to prevent unintuitive properties in the case of nested
beliefs. In the unnested case, as in this paper, these
problems do not occur and we get by with the sim-
pler definition. Notice also that for singleton subject
matters, M, w~O(p)v~ iff M, w~L(p)a A N(p)-~.

As pointed out in [Levg0], there are sets of worlds,
which, according to the above definition, believe pre-
cisely the same objective sentences, yet disagree on
what they only-believe. To avoid this anomaly,
Levesque introduced the notion of a maximal set of
worlds M+, which is a unique representative of all sets
of worlds with the same objective beliefs as M+.

Definition 3 (Levesque) Maximal Sets
Let M be any a set of worlds and let M+ =
{w I M, w~Lc~ D c~ for all objective ~}. M is called
maximal iff M = M+.

Note that the sets Mlp and MI~ introduced earlier are
themselves maximal sets.

Logical implication and validity are defined with re-
spect to worlds and maximal sets of worlds only: A
set of sentences F logically implies a sentence c~ (F~a)
iff for all worlds w and for all maximal sets of worlds
M, if M, w~7 for all 7 E F, then M, w~a. a is valid
(~a) iff {}~(~. a is satisfiable iff -,(~ is not valid.

Expressing O(pl,...,p~) in terms of O(pl),
... o(pj
While the subject may contain an arbitrary number
of atoms, it can be shown that OIre)a reduces to 
sentence where the subject matter in each occurrence
of only-knowing-about is a singleton set. To obtain
this result, we first need to define the notion of prime
implicates.4

Definition 4 (Prime Implicates) Let a be an ob-
jective sentence. A clause e is called a prime implicate
of ~ iff

4In [Lak92] we pointed out the close connection between
only-knowing-about and deKleer’s ATMS[deK86], where
prime implicates play a central role as well [RdK87].

1. ~ D c and

2. for all c’ ~ c, ~o~ 3 c’.

Let p be an atom. Then 79(c~,p) 
{c [ c is a prime implicate of a mentioning p} and
"P(o~) = Uvec,’P(a,p).

For example, if a = (p V q) A (p V r V s) A --s, 
P(a, p) = {(p V q), (p V r)}. In cases like a = q, 
p is not contained in a at all, T’(a, p) = {(p V--p)}.

It is easy to see that for any given a and p, "P(a,p)
and 1o(c~) are finite assuming we identify, as is custom-
ary, clauses with sets of literals and hence eliminate
redundancies.
Theorem 1

where = and = ( A c)/or
~eP(a,pi)

l<i<n.

What is known about p relative to a sentence (back-
ground theory) a has a simple characterization in
terms of prime implicates of a.

Theorem 2 ~Oa D O(p)/? iff ~I~ =-- A 7.

~eP(~,p)
From these theorems we obtain the general case for
arbitrary ~" immediately:

Corollary 3 ~Oa D O(Tr)fl iff

h
ve,~ .y~¢,(~, p)

Incidentally, this result proves that Lin and Reiter’s
notion of remembering [LR94] coincides with our con-
cept of only-knowing-about relative to a theory a.

Shades of Relevance
The logic of only-knowing-about provides a natural
way of characterizing various notions of (logical) rel-
evance. We begin by defining what it means for a
sentence to be relevant to some subject matter. The
intuition behind ~ being relevant to re is that a must
contain non-trivial information about re. Our logic al-
lows us to express this directly.

Definition 5 An objective sentence ~ is relevant to a
subject matter re iff ~Oa D ~O(re)(p V ~p).

Example 1 While -~p and (p 3 q) A (q D r) are rele-
vant to p, (q D r) and p D (q D p) are not.

Lemma4 a is relevant to re iff there is some 7 E
7)(cQ such that ~£7 and 7 mentions some p E re.
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While the previous definition, in a sense, only requires
part of the sentence to be about 7r, we can be even
more restrictive and require that everything a tells us
is about 7r in a relevant way.5

Definition 6 An objective sentence c~ is strictly rele-
vant to a subject matter 7r iff ~a and O(Tr)e~ is satis-
fiable.

Example 2 (p D q) A (q D r) is not strictly relevant
to p because (q D r) is not about p. However, (p =_
q) A (q D r) is strictly relevant to p. This time (q 
is recognized as being about p since p and q are assumed
to be equivalent.

Lemma 5 Let a be an objective sentence such that
~a. Then the following statements are equivalent.

1. a is strictly relevant to r.

2. ~oa ̄  O(~r)~.
3. ~ - Ap~, A~(~,p).

Next we would like to express that an atom p con-
tributes to what is known about another atom q in a
relevant way.

Definition 7 Let p and q be atoms, a and fl objective
sentences such that ~Oa ̄  O(q)fl. p is relevant to 
with respect to a iff p = q or fl is relevant to p.

In other words, p is relevant to q if whatever is known
about q contains some non-trivial information about p.

Example3 Let a = (p V q) A (q V r). Since
~0o~ ̄  O(q)c~ and ~0o~ ̄  O(p)(pVq), we obtain 
mediately that p is relevant to q. Similarly, q is rel-
evant to r. However, p is not relevant to r, since
~Oc~ ̄  O(r)(q V r) ~O(qV r) D O(p)( pV-~p).

Lemma 6 p is relevant to q with respect to a iff there
is a 7 E 7~(a) such that 7 mentions both p and 

This relevance relation between atoms is obviously re-
flexive by definition. While symmetry is not obvious
from the definition, it nevertheless follows immediately
from Lemma 6, that is, if p is relevant to q with re-
spect to ~, then q is relevant to p. Note, however,
that transitivity does not hold. Example 3 provides a
counterexample.

While the previous definition requires p and q only
to be weakly connected to each other, the following,
and last, definition forces this connection to be much
stronger. In particular, we require that whatever is
known about p is also known about q.

Definition 8 q subsumes p with respect to c~ (p "<a q)
iff ~Oa ̄  (L(p)fl ¯ L(q)fl) for all objective ft. p and
q are equivalent with respect to a (19 ~a q) iff p -<a 
and q "<a p.

5This definition was first introduced in [Lak93].

It is easy to see that ~a D (p -- q) implies p ~a 
Note, however, that the converse does not hold. For
example, p ~ q holds even for a = (p ¯ q).

Lemma 7 p -~a q iff ~:P(a, q) D 7~(a,p).

In all cases of our various definitions of relevance we
were able to also offer alternative characterizations in
terms of simple properties of certain prime implicates.
In the next section, we present an axiomatization of
only-knowing-about, which will give us yet another
characterization and serves to better understand what
we are actually doing.

A Proof Theory
Since our logic reduces to Levesque’s logic of only-
knowing when restricted to sentences mentioning at
most the modal operators L,N, and O, Levesque’s
proof theory is part of ours as welh6

Axioms for L,N, and O (Levesque)

A1 Axioms of classical propositional logic.
A2 L(a ¯ fl) ¯ (La ¯ Lfl).
A3 N(~ ¯/3) ¯ (Na Nil).
A4 L~ ̄  --Na for every falsifiable objective ~.
A5 Oa- (LaAN-~).

Inference Rules

MP From a and ~ ¯ fl infer fl
Nec From ~ infer L~ and Na.

Note that axiom A3 and the rule of necessitation tell us
that N is just an ordinary belief operator (such as L).
The fact that L and N are defined over complementary
sets of worlds is reflected by axiom A4.

Let p be an arbitrary atom. In the following we con-
fine ourselves to singleton subject matters (p), which
in light of Theorem 1 is sufficient to fully account for
O(Tr) in the general case.

The next four axioms and the inference rule Nec+

completely mirror A2-A5 and Nec. In other words,
L(p),N(p), and O(p), taken by themselves, behave 
like L, N, and O.

A6 L(p)(a ¯ fl) ¯ (L(p)~ ¯ L(p)fl).
A7 N(p)(a ¯ fl) ¯ (N(p)a ¯ N(p)fl).
A8 L(p)o~ ̄  ~N(p)~ for every falsifiable obj. 
A9 O(p)(~ -- L(p)a A N(p)-~a.

Nec+ From ~ infer L(p)~ and N(p)(~ for obj. 

The following axioms, which are probably the most
interesting, deal with the connection between L,N,O
and their versions restricted to a subject matter. Let
Min(c) = Ac’~c-’Ld for any clause c.

~Levesque’s original axiomatization is more complicated
since he treats nested beliefs as well as first-order sentences.
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A10 L(p)a D 
All Na D N(p)a
A12 L(p)I A~Lfalse D N(p)-q,

where l = p or 1 - -~p.
A13 LeA Min(c) D L(p)c,

where c is a clause that mentions p.
A14 N(p)-~ A ic N(p)-~a’, where

a~t = A ")’
"r E~O(o~) -’r*

for any 7* E P(a) such that
c C_ 7" if c does not mention p, and
c C 7. if c mentions p.

nA15 -- (A O(p,)., A [(A",) -"]),
i=1 i=1

where where r = {Pl,P2,...,Pn} and

-, = ( A c).
A10 and All simply account for the fact that for

any set of worlds M, M C_ M[p holds. A12 says, in
essence, that if you have complete information about
p, that is, you know either it or its negation, then you
cannot know any more about it (unless you are in-
consistent). A13 accounts for our semantic construc-
tion, where minimal clauses that mention p are among
the beliefs about p. A15 is best illustrated by ex-
ample. One instance is N(p)-~[q A r] A Lq D N(p)-~r.
N(p)-~[q A r] says that any clause believed about p con-
tains either q or r. However, if q is believed, then
any clause containing q is irrelevant to p. Hence ev-
ery clause believed about p must mention r denoted by
N(p)-~r. Axiom A14, finally, provides the reduction
from O(Tr) for arbitrary rr to singleton O(pi)’s as 
Theorem 1.

Theorem 8 (Soundnesst
For all a, if~- a then ~.

So far we have not obtained a completeness proof for
the axiomatization. In fact, as discussed below, there is
good reason to believe that it is incomplete. However,
the proof theory is complete for the class of sentences
that we used in the previous section on relevance.

Theorem 9 (Partial Completeness) The azioma-
tizalion is complete for sentences of the form Oa D fl,
that is, if ~Oa D ~ then b Oa D ft.

With that, we get a syntactic characterization of rel-
evance (Definitions 5-8). Simply replace ~ by 
everywhere,s

7We assume the usual notion of provability (I-).
Sin the case of strict relevance (Definition 6), use the al-

ternative characterization of Lemma 5, that is, a is strictly
relevant to 7r iff ~O~ D O(r)(~.

Conclusion
In this paper we showed how to define various forms
of relevance within a logic of only-knowing-about. We
showed that the semantic definitions can be captured
both in terms of prime implicates and in proof theoretic
terms of the underlying logic.

An important open question is whether the proof
theory is complete for the whole language. While I
have no formal proof yet, I conjecture that it is indeed
incomplete. For example, the sentence N(p)-~(q V 
s) D -~i(p)(qVrVsVt) is valid for any atoms q, r, s, and
t distinct from p, which seems impossible to account
for with the axioms we have so far.

Besides finding a complete axiomatization, another
interesting question is how to extend our results to the
first-order case. Lin and Reiter [LR94] have a meta-
logical formalization of remembering in the first-order
case. We have seen that remembering is expressible
within our logic when restricted to the propositional
case. Whether similar parallels exist in first-order logic
remains to be seen.
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